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Old Man Willow. The
scene, notable for being left
out of the Peter Jackson
movie,
features
the
mischievous old willow,
just on the point of
attempting to grip a
Hobbit!
Living
and
working in North Wales,
Rodney has never been
short of references for
gnarled trees, moss and
marshy settings, although
Hobbits are retiring and
difficult to catch!

%
15
Discount oﬀ
our ebay prices
to readers of
this magazine

Old Man Willow
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Small size printers proof (approx
26cm x 36mm). This was a trial
at a smaller size before the larger
print size (see below)
£73.14
with 15% discount

£62.00

Signed and numbered print
(limited to 500 copies) (approx
50cm x 66cm)
£127.20
with 15% discount

£108.00

These reduced prices are not
available via our ebay shop please
contact us directly:
markfaith@festivalartandbooks.com
01650 531329

Original painting in pen, ink and
airbrush (approx 90cm x 100cm)
A rare opportunity £18,014.70

All prices are plus postage

Original art and prints
available from
Festival Art and Books

with 15% discount £15,312.00
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Welcome to the first issue of FAB Newsletter. We aim to provide you with a greater understanding
of what’s out there as well as being your gateway to the best deals and service. Whilst somewhat
biased towards the works of J.R.R. Tolkien we do aim to cover other
areas of fantasy as well.
We hope to encourage and inspire people to collect Tolkien and
SciFi material and offer an advice service. We would like to know
what you are collecting, whether you have any questions or have any
tips you’ld like to share.
Also in this issue we start a two part feature on Rodney Matthews,
spotlighting some of his art with a discount of 15% off our ebay prices for his two of his featured
works.
We also aim to bring you regular features on what is available to collect and a rough guide to it’s
current value.
There will also be a selection of articles giving a bit of background to Tolkien and his life. This
issue has a review of our recent Festival in the Shire event and also my recent TV appearances in my attempt to increase
awareness in collecting Tolkien. Coming up in future articles is a recent visit to the Eagle and Child pub (the pub frequented by
Tolkien, C.S. Lewis and the rest of the Inklings) and a more in-depth look at the Inklings.
Hope you enjoy your read.
Mark Faith

Festival Art and Books Ltd., Bwlchcoediog Isaf, Cwm Cewydd, Machynlleth, Powys SY20 9EE, United Kingdom
markfaith@festivalartandbooks.com 01650 531329 and 07748 980700
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Festival in the Shire
A celebration of fantasy art including classic rock album covers
from Roger Dean and Rodney Matthews
Free
11th - 18th November 2013
Entry
at the Artist Gallery, 403 Holburn Street, Aberdeen
The exhibition includes an exhibition of Album covers for the
bands YES, ASIA, Uriah Heap, Nazareth, Magnum and
other classic rock bands as well as art for books, posters and
calendars. Artist signed prints and posters will be available for
sale as well as Tolkien books and memorabilia.
Rodney Matthews will also be giving talks during the festival.

Brought to you by Mark Faith of

Festival Art and Books
www.FestivalArtandBooks.com
markfaith@festivalartandbooks.com
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Rodney Matthews Biography in Brief (part 1)
Rodney Matthews has worked as a freelance designer and illustrator of fantasy, science fiction and
fairy tale as applied to record covers, book jackets and books (adult and children’s), TV series and
video games for 30 years, and is acknowledged world-wide as being one of the top practitioners in
these genres.
His originals have been exhibited at Britain’s foremost illustrators gallery, the Chris Beetles Gallery
in London’s West End, while he has held one-man shows at the Langton Gallery, London, in Sierre,
Switzerland, in Cardiff and Machynlleth, Wales, with participation in many joint shows and signing
sessions in the UK and Europe. Matthews’ originals are owned by celebrities including Pythons John Cleese and Terry Jones who
have 5 between them. Rodney has been in great demand for record cover design, having done more than 70 for artists including
Thin Lizzy, Nazareth, Asia, The Scorpions, Barclay James Harvest, Magnum (10), and Rick Wakeman.
Over 80 of his designs have been published as poster prints, selling in millions world-wide. There have also been postcards,
notecards, collector’s cards, jigsaw puzzles (UK and US), limited edition prints, and of course his well known anthology books:
‘In Search of Forever’, ‘Last Ship Home’, and ‘Countdown to Millennium’, not forgetting the illustrated Michael Moorcock book
‘Elric at the End of Time’, and portfolios for 1990 and 1993. Some of his books have been published in French, German, and
Japanese.
Other items include calendars of which there have been a total of 15, an interactive CD-ROM ‘Between Earth and the End of
Time’, a biographic video ‘A House on the Rock’, and work on video games. In 1998 a major children’s animation series ‘Lavender
Castle’ was completed. The original concept and all design was by Matthews and the 26 x 10 minute episodes were produced by
Gerry Anderson. It has subsequently become a favourite with British audiences, having received excellent reviews and ratings
equalling Rugrats while in direct competition.
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Rodney
“Matthews
is
one of the
forerunners of
Fantasy art
and a world
renowned
Tolkien
inspired
artist.

”
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History
Rodney Matthews was born at Paulton, North Somerset, England on 6th July 1945 to Wilfred Jack and Mildred May Matthews,
and he has one sister, Beryl.
His father was an important influence on his early artistic development. Jack Matthews was an extremely artistic and inventive
man. His activities included painting and drawing, cycle building and racing, drawing architectural plans and building houses,
model making (working model locomotives, wartime ships and aircraft to raise money for wartime charities), first aid, photography
and developing, drumming in dance bands, welding, engineering and furniture making; a formidable list which Rodney does not
try to compete with!
The first drawn images he can remember are a series of 30cm high copies of Walt Disney characters chasing each round the living
room walls of their council house. His father drew them in crayon and they were to have a lasting influence on Rodney. His fascination
with nature also began early in childhood. One of his earliest memories is of studying dew-laden spider webs in the garden and in
those days he was seldom seen without a bunch of flowers in his hand, even in his pram or going to bed at night. Another vivid
memory from when he was too young to attend school, is of visiting an old lady down the road who had a house full of cats and
allowed the budding Rodney Matthews to bring his paint box, where upon he would paint the peacocks depicted on a heavy cloth
covering a huge round table in her parlour. This selfless festering of young talent remains a slight but lingering mystery.
Matthews’ early education was decidedly unbalanced, he says, for while he excelled in art and related subjects,
others like mathematics and English made a minimal impression on him. In art classes he preferred to be given
a free rein rather than still life or composition exercises, and by choice painted strange machinery and animals.
Like most children he enjoyed theatrical games and dressing up, and was lucky in having the use of his father's
workshop where he could create weapons, armour and costumes in various styles to be used in mock battles.
Also, with friends, he built stone castles, mud huts, log cabins, underground hideouts etc. according to the
current trends. Matthews' interest in nature led him to build up quite a menagerie of squirrels, magpies, snakes,
frogs, toads, etc., something he now regrets as the animals were probably less enthusiastic about it than he; but
his love of nature continues and shows in his work where he prefers drawing animals to people.
On leaving school in 1959 he spent a short while working with his father who was then engaged in light
engineering and wrought iron work, but did not find himself well suited to the work. In the first couple of
weeks he almost took off a thumb in a lathe and hacked himself about with other implements and in the end
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The Launcher
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his father encouraged him to try and make use of his growing artistic talents. He was offered a job at the local printing factory
retouching films and preparing images for platemaking and photography, but was not convinced that this was his vocation.
Eventually in 1960, he applied for a place at the West of England College of Art, Bristol and was accepted on the strength of a
small portfolio of bird drawings in pencil. The course included the study of graphic design, lettering, still life, nude and costume
life and plant study. It was a commercial course designed for those intending to take up advertising.
At the West of England Rodney Matthews was fortunate in having for a tutor Anthony Rossiter, the well known painter of English
and particularly North Somerset landscapes. Rossiter’s particular gift was for plant drawing and explaining to students how plants
grew and formed. His maxim was: “If you don't understand it, take it apart and look at the inside”.
It was during Matthews’ time at art college that he became interested in music from the point of view of the performer. There
were a number of musicians there with whom he was acquainted and he has always considered that the two art forms visuals and
music go well together. It is a fact that many artists and designers also play musical instruments and vice versa. Rodney’s father
had owned two ancient ‘20s style drum kits, both of which he had assembled in the dining room at home, for the purpose of
allowing inspection by prospective buyer. When one of the kits had been sold, Rodney asked if the other could remain in position
for a while so that he could try his hand at what seemed like a short cut to the world of music. Not long after, some friends and
he started to practice in earnest with a view to forming a band. Their rehearsal room, a pokey cobweb festooned den, was open
to the elements at one window (a large hole produced by one of Matthews’ inaccurate strokes in a game of cricket), allowing his
pet doves to enter the room and nest in various nooks and crannies. The noise generated by the amplifiers was formidable in this
tiny room, yet the doves sat in the rafters, dozing or feeding their young completely unperturbed. They even seemed to like it,
which was more than could be said for the neighbours.
This coalition, however, did necessitate the cleaning of Matthews’ cymbals before each practice session. The walls of this room
were decorated with (apart from the pictures of ladies who couldn't afford clothes) unkind caricatures of various members of the
band, to keep them amused in idle moments. Amusement was also provided one evening by the roadie ‘Elmer’ who having gone
into the village to fill up the ‘group van’ for the next gig, and having filled himself up at the Victoria Inn en-route to the rehearsal
room, turned into the Matthews driveway at his usual break-neck speed just as Jock the village policeman was leaving on his
motorbike (having just issued his umpteenth warning to the band for playing at a decibel rating far in excess of neighbours'
tolerance). Jock was required to take immediate action to avoid a collision and careered down a steep bank into the Matthews
shrubbery.
To be continued in Issue two of The Fantasy Collector.
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The Moonpool

The Face in the Abyss

The Ice Spirit

Corums Escape

Sleep Walking

The First Masters

Elric and Moonglum

The People of the Pines

For more information or
to buy any of these
artworks please contact
Mark Faith on 01650
531329
or
email
markfaith@festivalartand
books.com

Arrival of the Fireclown
Lord of the Rings / View over Isengard

Visit our ebay shop:
http://stores.ebay.co.uk/
Festival-Art-and-Books

Examples of some of the amazing art by Rodney Matthews.
For more information contact Mark Faith at Festival Art and Books
Out of an Amber Sky
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Original art and prints
available from
Festival Art and Books
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Commissioned by the
Nazereth manager after the
band got hold of a copy of
Rodney’s 1978 calendar
‘Wizardry
and
Wild
Romance’.
No Mean City was inspired
by the book of the same
name about gang warfare
in Glasgow, Scotland
during the 1920s and
1930s.

No Mean City. Nazereth album art

%
15
Discount oﬀ
our ebay prices
to readers of
this magazine

Own a piece of history - original
painting (no prints are available)
£159,000.00
with 15% discount £135,150.00

These reduced prices are not
available via our ebay shop please
contact us directly:
markfaith@festivalartandbooks.com
01650 531329
All prices are plus postage
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Original art and prints
available from
Festival Art and Books
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Show report

Festival in the Shire inspires the
younger generation
The recent exhibition of fantasy and Tolkien inspired art and album covers
organised by Mark Faith’s Festival Art and Books in association with the Artist
Gallery, Holburn Street, Aberdeen was a resounding success. World-renowned
artist Rodney Matthews was on hand to give talks. He also made a visit to Ashley
Road School, Aberdeen, to give a lively and entertaining talk to the pupils there.
The talk inspired the children into being more involved in the world of art,
literature and music as well as explaining how they can feed into each other, the
way music and literature can inspire art and vice-versa.
The interest this created with the children was proven by the steady stream of kids
and parents visiting the exhibition over the weekend where they could discuss art
(and drums) with Rodney Matthews and buy signed prints to inspire them further.
In fact the festival was so successful another is being planned for mid November.
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Returns to the Artist Gallery,

e

Rodney Matthews
Experience

403 Holburn Street, Aberdeen
November 11th-18th 2013
Following our hugely successful Festival in the
Shire event in September world renowned fantasy
and record cover artist Rodney Matthews will be
returning in November to showcase his amazing art
and giving talks - The event not to be missed!
Brought to you by
Mark Faith of

Aberdeen • Scotland
November 11th-18th, 2013
www.FestivalArtandBooks.com
markfaith@festivalartandbooks.com
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Spotlight on rare items available from
Festival Art and Books
Farscape, Gigi Edgley’s Originals Scripts, signed & with
personal note.
These are Gigi Edgley’s, (Chiana), own scripts from the
classic Farscape series. We have 8 episodes in total which
are listed individually, but we will consider an offer on all 8.
These are not copies and come in various states of wear
and tears, but complete.

One page, both sides.
Increasingly impossible to find a
hand-written letter with content
on his writing. Even more scarce
as it includes the original
envelope.
Currently for sale from Festival
Art and Books for £12,995.00

Each original script has various set and personal notations,
and signed by Gigi as shown. In addition, each includes a
signed, handwritten note with personal comments about
that episode. Own a piece of history! Makes an excellent
gift for any fantasy or Farscape fan.
Currently for sale from Festival Art and Books for £375.00
Every now and then something
unique comes along! This is a page
removed out of The Lion, The Witch
and The Wardrobe signed by
Pauline Baynes. She signed a
number of illustrations to be sold to
support a fellow artist friend.
Signed in ball point pen and comes
with a COA. A great gift!

The first 10 impressions of The
Hobbit all in original matching
jackets. it took more than five
years to collect. This set appeared
on the TV show Pawn Stars.
Currently for sale from Festival
Art and Books for £49,995.00

Currently for sale from Festival Art
and Books for £295.00
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Mark Faith, promoting Tolkien collecting on TV
Mark Faith, founder of Festival Art and Books and Festival in the Shire, as
you might of gathered by now, is a prolific collector of rare Tolkien first
edition books and posters, he is also a expert on collecting Tolkien
merchandise and has recently showcased his knowledge of the subject on
a number of television programs including Channel 4’s hugely popular
television show Four Rooms which offers sellers of valuable and collectable
items a chance to pitch their items to four of the UK’s biggest dealers. Up
to 30 dealers are rotated throughout the series to give the viewers variety.
They range from the art collector and academic Ruth Meakin to the
interior designer and A list dealer Celia Sawyer. Mark did not accept any offers for his Lord of the Rings first editions when he
appeared on the show but recently sold the set for £15,000.
He then made two appearances on the new UK version of the Pawn Stars show being aired on the History Channel, the US version
has been running since 2009 and is the second most viewed show in North America with over 5 million viewers. Pawn Stars is a
reality TV show is based in a pawn shop and depicts the bargaining over the items customers bring in as well as discussing their
historical background. The Show has received great critical acclaim, DVD Town praised the show for its cast and the educational
value of the items displayed calling it “addictive” and a “Big time winner”. In 2010 Rick Harrison was named pawnbroker of the
year due to the fact that Pawn Stars raised awareness and bettered the reputation of the industry. Pawn Stars is also very popular
among the viewing public, which is why the show has been aired in over 20 countries including Belgium and Turkey.
Rodney Matthews and Mark Faith appeared on the show on September 9th and
Mark appeared again on September 23rd to showcase his rare complete set of the
first ten Hobbit impressions alongside Charlie Chaplin’s original tramp suit and the
first Manchester United football programme after the Munich air crash:
“…the boys meet a seller looking to part with ten first editions of the JRR Tolkein
classic, The Hobbit. The seller’s asking big money for his books, but does the price ring
true for this precious literary classic?”
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Show preview

Festival in the Shire is returning to Scotland
Following our very successful exhibition of fantasy and Tolkien inspired art and album covers we are pleased to announce that
we are returning to Aberdeen, Scotland for a second Festival in the Shire on 11th - 18th November 2013. It will again be organised
by Mark Faith’s Festival Art and Books in association with the Artist Gallery and held at their premises in 403 Holburn Street,
Aberdeen.
New to this event will be the Rodney Matthews Experience. World renowned artist Rodney Matthews, who has taken his talents
to the world of fantasy art with great success, and a man who in the past has created album covers for rock bands such as Thin
Lizzy, Asia and Magnum will be there to give a talk, present his work and sign your prints. He will also be touring the area giving
talks and showing his art to interested schools/groups. His visit to Ashley Road School, Aberdeen during the last event was a huge
success (see earlier show report).
The event will include an exhibition of fantasy art including
Tolkien inspired art and album covers. Also on show will
be a selection of rare Tolkien first edition books and
collectable posters. Other artists include Ruth Lacon, Joe
Gilronan, Ted Nasmith and Roger Dean and many more.
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Our latest artist to Festival Art and Books
A big welcome to Rainer Kalwitz the latest artist
to the Festival Art and Books stable. Living and
working in Germany, Rainer has worked for
many famous record labels around the world.
Some of his images are among the best selling
posters in Europe. Look out for our feature article
in a future issue of FAB Newsletter.

Fated to Burn

Death Valley

We are the Lost Ones

20 Candles
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New book release
We are pleased to promote a new science fiction author with his first book - Jude. It is in four parts available on Kindle. This is
the first paperback edition of part one. We can arrange to have copies signed.
Air-conditioning engineer was a good job, in the future.
The Last Beautiful Republic, a good place to live: the only place to live.
And Jude was faring unquestioningly well regarding his professional evolutionary
curve, his family status development, his social positioning.
Until the day his transit was refused.
And his life began …
Eric Callcut sets up a world of phenomenal power: a world both striking and
disturbing. He sets up enormous challenges and meets them. His humor bites,
his vision is in dolby-stereo, it does not cajole, it needles. Eric Callcut has created
a world, our world, and he invites total belief.
“Transit Hall 37 North 6” is the opening volume in the saga of “JUDE”.
“In the tradition of Le Guin, Brunner, Haldeman, Vonnegut, Wul ... ScienceFiction does not address ‘unreality’, nor ‘the future’...
Science-Fiction is not predictive, it is descriptive; at its best, it is profoundly
pertinent, meaningful, insightful, and... ultimately radical!”
Get in touch to order your signed copy now!
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Fairy tales are
“true;
not
because they
tell us that
dragons exist,
but because
they tell us
that dragons
can be
beaten.

”

G.K. Chesterton

